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The hiding place study guide pdf

There is more to hide your valuables than they are hard to find. Whether you're hiding a s cache of money from burglars or secret documents from enemy spies, here are a few tips anyone can use to keep something under wraps. First, let's knock out the obvious: if you have some valuables you want to
hide long term, you should invest in a good safe. It may attract more attention, but it's still safer than obscurity—a thief will tear down your entire house if they have enough time on their hands. If you have a safe quality, low chance they will actually get into it, especially if you screw it down. However, if you
just came into possession of something you need to hide for a few days, or you're going on vacation and want to hide a few cases of your home nurse now, you have a few options. The hidden spots you find in every HomeEvery house has its fair share of corners and cranie, but some are better than
others. For example, you don't want to hide your secrets in obvious places: under your mattress, behind the toilet tank, or down your sock drawer for example. Weblogs Frugal Dad and The Simple Dollar have a few good suggestions, including:G/O Media may get a commissionPhilips Hue Lights (3-
Pack)In the freezer wrapped in aluminum foil. They might tear your house apart, but they probably won't pass any small pieces of food in your fridge between cardboard, a picture frame and a picture. Everyone looks behind the picture frame, but less actually opens it up. Buried in the dirt of a fake
PlantAnywhere in your kid's room- preferably inside a game. We've talked about this before: burglars rarely enter children's rooms, which is no surprise given how many toys and knicks those kids can have. Hide it inside one of them and get lost in the mess inside an asprin bottle - either a small empty or
a big one with pills inside the sill. Really, it works for any dish—coffee can, old soup can, or whatever. Among the pages of one of your books. It just really works if you have plenty of pesky books probably won't look through any tome person. Although don't put them in the D.D.D., since they're one of the
first things a burglar gets out the door on their way out, you can find tons of other options around the grid, but you get the idea. Enter your house as if you are a burglar and start looking for an imagined s cache of money. If you can think to look there within the first few minutes, it's probably a bad point.
DIY hiding points that keep your stuff SafeOf of course, a little extra ambiguity goes a long way. We've talked about creating a secret bookshelt box, but MSN Money notes that your valuables will be even safer if you store them in a fake version of permanent home appliances. That means junction boxes,
air vents, drains, electrical outputs, thermostats, and more Tools. A little DIY work can go a long way (though again, if you have time, you might also get safe instead of-or combine it with one of these options for mega security). Of course, we've all heard about the book's safe trick where a hole is cut into
a book to keep money either... Read the fake warehouse morePlant to throw intruders off the TrailAs as you start planning your best hideaway, the best thing you can do is think like a thief. Weblog personal financial advice interviewed one and got some insightable information:No matter how clever you
think you are or where you hide it in your home, if I have enough time, I'll be able to find out where you store your valuables, he said bluntly. He then explained that what was much more important than the actual location where you hide your valuables is that you understand a burglar's motives. Basically,
he has two: to steal his money and valuables to get out of the house as soon as possible with these goods. If I can't find money and valuables in normal places I usually find them, I continue to tear the house apart until I find something. Remember, the first rule is stealing money and valuables. We keep
looking until we find something, so when you find your best hidden spot, consider giving your extra protection by placing a fake warehouse, smaller somewhere a little more obvious. If you're hiding money from burglars, keep $100 in your sock drawer (or more, if you live in a wider neighborhood). If you
are hiding hidden photos or documents, save some fake ones that will lead to your enemy spying from the trail. Personal financial advice also notes that if you write a bank secure deposit fund on your valuables, they assume you are the type of person who keeps your money stock elsewhere and moves
along. Photo Valerie Everett.Remember, if you are storing something in the long run, you can't get wrong safe. Security through obscurity can only be very good, but along with quality, screw-down safe, you can be sure that your average burglar won't try and get into it unless they have personal revenge.
Their main goal is to get in and out as soon as possible. It's part spy of the week, a series on Lifehacker where we look at ways to improvise solutions for every day's gang-style problems. You want more? Check out our Spy Week tag page. Welcome to lifehacker's first spy week. This week we pay tribute
to the spies and share with you... Read more the remixed headline image of Emilsia. Everyone has something they want to hide; we don't talk about gold bricks or anything incredibly valuable; Just the things you like to keep to yourself, we show you three hideouts that almost everyone in their house has
that keeps those things secret, but they're also available, originally published: July 28, 2017 2/12 Families. A few small cases on a wall or mantel mantel As long as the watch itself is not worth stealing! Strip them to the back or put them in any open cavity. Clear guidance from these hideouts, because
where burglars always look first! The 3/12 HandymanStore family has a container of valuables inside a larger bin full of ingentable things. Accordingly label it. 4/12 The HandymanPut family has small containers of valuables in the cat litter (unused!) and then pour the cat litter into the cane. 5/12 The
HandymanStick family magnets into a spare home key using hot glue, and tuck the out-of-sight key inside the dryer valve hood. If your valve hood is aluminum or plastic, stick a magnet into the hood as well as the key. Check out our ultimate guide to finding hidden hideouts in your home. The 6/12 family
HandymanDining chair often has space under the chair for a sliding hinge panel. 9/12 The HandymanTake family separates the spring bar that keeps their toilet paper. Roll out a stack of banknotes, store them in and re-collect the bar. The 10/12 HandymanKeep family has some emergency cash rolling up
in a clean, empty sun-blocking tube. Put it in a drawer or medicine cabinet where you can easily catch it when you need it. Don't forget the garage! Learn how to secure your garage and avoid theft. 11/12 HandymanA family soccer ball makes a perfect spot for little items. Let's get some air out of the ball
and cut one of the below using a tool knife. After placing your items, re-collect the below to the location. Originally published: June 22, 2018 1/16 HandymanMaybe family jewelry it, maybe cash it, maybe it's just a bag of M&Ms you want to eat all by yourself. But we all have something we want to get out of
sight safely, we asked our readers to share their best hideouts, and share them! Of course, we've removed their names to protect their secrets. So in reading, make your favorite choice, invent your own- and keep that crook guessing! The 3/16 HandymanSlice family opened the tennis ball and you find
yourself a bit vaulted just like those rubber push coin bags from the 70s. Don't save the ball in the garage with other balls or can fling across the yard for your dog. The 5/16 handymanSome family shoe has a removable socks liner (pad your foot foam at rest). Drag the sock line and slide in some cash.
What thief wants to take the bad-ass shoes apart? It's also a good place to hide emergency cash on your person while you're on vacation unless, your sneakers are good enough that someone wants to steal them too. Learn how to build shoe racks here. 6/16 HandymanPrepare family for the worst, and
make sure their goodies are lost forever including all their secret hole places will be in. The 7/16 HandymanNobody family has so far appeared on those old photo albums, but they've never thrown away either. That's why they are the ideal place to store one emergency cash . The 8/16 HandymanI family
always keep a spare key hidden somewhere on my vehicle. I don't use a magnetic key box because it can crash, and it's not easy to find somewhere big enough to stick them to modern plastic cars. Instead, I screwed my spare key to the magnet, the kind with metal on one side and a hole in the middle. It
fits perfectly in a little corner near my rear bumper, and it's been there for years without falling off. The 9/16 Handyman family has many tube legs ironing boards with plastic caps on them. Pull the hat and you have a whole secret hole for yourself. At that height, thieves can't reach them without ladders.
Keep your goodies in a plastic container to protect them from bandits from a variety of rodents. And don't hide anything heavy that can sug a ceiling tile 11/16 Handyman family if you have an irrigation system, install a dummy pop-up sprinkler head near the front door and hide a key in it. You can
dismantle the excess sprinkler head or buy a fake one designed to hold a key. They cost less than $5 in home centers and discount stores. The 12/16 Handyman family takes hours, nine days, for my younger kids to lose their home keys. My solution was to install a remote keyboard for the garage door
opener. Which worked great until one day we lost power and my 12-year-old son was left out in the cold... Literally. I discovered that my key is right behind the nine-volt battery inside the appropriate keyboard. A key on a keyboard—now that's ironic. The 14/16 Handyman family sticks a flat box of textures
in the full-size textured box holder and you just create a comfortable little secret spot. You can buy a size tailored to all boxes like this, or regular box holder and set of tissue boxes on a few blocks. The box shown was made by PandPal and costs about $23 online. The 15/16 HandymanIt family is a good
idea to protect your valuables in safe fireproofing. The problem is that this smaller safe is as easy to grab as a briefcase; Some people even have a bunch on them. I protect my list against bad guys and workers by putting it in a file folder. I found the folder lying flat at the bottom of the file cabinet drawer
under other hung folders. For an additional level of security, you can file label Proctology test results or some other title to round off the prying eye. Originally published: July 26, 2017 2017
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